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KSJS to broadcast
gridiron contest
live from Oregon
By Brian Wong
Gary Peixoto, KSJS-FM 91
sports director, spent his summer
preparing for Saturday afternoon’s
broadcast of the SJSU-Oregon
football game from Eugene. Ore.
Peixoto, 22, who’ll be doing the
play-by-play, was on the phone
every day for three months,
soliciting sponsors for the trip.
"This trip will clean us out
completely," Peixoto said, citing the
station’s limited supply of funds.
"We do not get money for travel
expenses. I spent all summer long
trying to get people to give us money
and they weren’t too cooperative.
"I think we’re suffering from a
lack of acceptance. They don’t listen
to us or give us a chance. They say
we’re just a college station. People
won’t accept us as the No. 1 college
station in California."
Peixoto was referring to KSJS’
award from last year’s California
Intercollegiate Press Assoca lion
conference. KSJS. a I,000-watt non-

commercial station, can pick up
only sponsors who will donate
money
in
exchange
for
acknowledgement on the air.
Peixoto, who heads a l2
member sports staff, is looking
forward to the Oregon broadcast.
"This is a big trip for me,"
Peixoto said. "It’s a perfect learning
experience. It’ll be a great experience for everybody involved. I
love it."
Competing with KCBS-740 AM
and the play-by-play of Hal Ramey
and Dave Ellis doesn’t faze Peixoto.
"We’re not rinky dink," Peixoto
said. "We do basically everything
KCBS does. We have a pre-game,
halftime and post -game show. We
get the same statistics. Our quality
is fine.
"We’re the professionals of the
future. Hall was in our shoes one
time. But sometimes I wonder if

Placement center plans
on-campus job interviews

anybody is listening to us."
KSJS, which staff member Tony
Kovaleski calls "the station that
covers the spectrum of Spartan
sports." has released a sports
schedule that includes all home and
away football games and home
soccer and volleyball matches
KCBS does not cover the latter
sports.
"The purpose of the station is to
give students the opportunity to
learn," Peixoto said, who plans to
use seven announcers on football
broadcasts. "Once we’re on the air,
we’re there to do a job. We are here
on campus and we’ve got a better
opportunity to talk to the players.

,
Elvis lives
once more
at SJSU
No, he isn’t the real thing,
but he’s close Since the
death of Elvis Presley on Aug
16, 1977 there have been
collectors items T shirts,
records, buttons, arid posters
New movies and several
autobiographies have been
released about the late -King
of Rock n’ Roll - There have
also been impressionists
galore To find out about this
Elvis look alike, see page four

"We don’t break for commercials. If you don’t like us, let us
know why. If you have any ideas.
we’re more than happy to listen. Our
main priority is to serve the
students."
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Tax credit bill could deepen cuts
in federal aid to public education

Deadline to sign up is Tuesday
By Julie Bonds
Time is running out for
students wishing to participate in
the first round of on -campus job
interview signups, which are
being held from 12:30 to 5:30 p.m.
Sept. 15, and from 1:30 to 4 p.m.
Sept. 16 in the Student Union
Ballroom.
According to Gerald Brody.
director of the Career Planning
and Placement Center, students
should be registered with the on campus recruiting program by
Tuesday if they wish to schedule
interviews.
"Some students think that
they can just walk into the
Student Union and sign up for
interviews," Brody said. "They
have to register with us before
they can sign up."
To register is no quick anu
easy task. The student must fill
out an interview/resume form
and a blue registration card.
Next, at least 10 copies of the
interview/resume form must be
made and returned to the Career
Planning and Placement office in
Building Q.
After all the paper work has
been completed, the student will
receive an on-campus interview
ID card for the 1982-83 school
year. The card will enable the
student to obtain a list of the

employers interviewing on
campus and to sign up for the
interviews.
The Tuesday deadline is
especially important for students
wishing to schedule interviews
with major corporations, Brody
said.
"The popular employers’
schedules are tilled in the first
two days," he said.
Those students who do
register late and miss the on campus interview signups can
schedule an interview appointment through the Career
Planning and Placement office.
Those students who do
register late and miss the on campus interview signups can
schedule an interview appointment through the Career
Planning and Placement office.
The first round of interviews
will begin on Sept. 24, and run
through Oct. 25.
The recruitment program
has a list of suggested steps for
students to take before their first
interview:
fl Attend an interview and
resume preparation workshop:
21 Plan responses to likely
questions:
3) Prepares resume
cominoea on pale 6

By Jamie Toth
Cuts in federal studept aid
programs could become even deeper
next year if Congress supports
tuition tax credits for students who
pay tuition at private universities
"Tuition tax credits ( for private
school students ) could be an attempt
to cut back on federal aid to public
education," said John Bradbury,
associate director of financial aid
student servicess
Tax credits for those who pay
tuition at private schools is the
subject of Senate Bill 2673, currently
in the Senate Finance Committee.
This bill would provide a tax credito
of one half of tuition, upt to a
maximum of $500, at private
schools.
In addition to SB 2673, which
applies only to private schools that
admit students in grades on through
12, is SB 7550, which calls for the
same amount of tax credit for those
who pay tuition at private vocational
colleges and universities.
Federal legislators face 62
tuition tax credit bills at this time.
according to Greg Grimes, a local
staff assistant to Rep. Paul N.
McCloskey’s. R -Palo Alto.
Although a tax credit of 8500
would probably not be enough to

encourage many SJSU students to
enroll in a private university such as
Stanford. Bradbury said, the overall
effect of a tax credit program would
be "a tremendous impact on the
public school system.
"I’m not saying something
shouldn’t be done to help those who
choose private schools." he added.
"but the little bit they tuition tax
credits) would save these people"
wouldn’t justify the overall negative
effect on public education.
According to Congressional
budget office estimates compiled
last year. tuition tax credits could
cost the Treasury $2.7 billion during
the first year they are enacted and
more than $7 billion a year by 1986.
If more than 17 billion is funneled into private education. "there
will obviously he less revenue to
carry on present student aid
programs." Bradbury said.
Hobert Burns. SJSU academic
vice president. disagreed. Burns
said he does not see trhe relationship
between the cost of tuition tax
credits and further cuts in federal
student aid programs "cause and
ef feet .
"I don’t think they ( tuition tax
credits) would have much, if any.
effect on SJSU." he said. "And the

tax savings would not be high
enough to encourage to student to
enroll at higher cost institutions."
Although Burns said he "leans
toward" tax credits on the private
umiversity level, he is less certain of
the effect tax credits could have on
public primary and secondary
schools.
"Public schools at the primary
and secondary level serve a
socializing and democratizing
function," he said. "If people want
to opt out for private education at
this level. I don’t think we should
subsidize that choice."
A.S. President Tony Anderson
was concerned about the tax breaks’
effect on SJSU enrollment.
"Everything we get at SJSU ) is
based on enrollment," Anderson
said.
If even just one student decides
to attend Stanford or Santa Clara
University instead of SJSU as result
of a tuition tax credit. enrollment at
this university declines, he said.
Tuition tax credits were not
discussed at the American Student
Association’s national convention in
Washington D.C. in July.
"Tuition tax credits area minor.
ineffective solution to a major
problem," said Kevin McGuire. the

ASA’s financial aid specialist.
Instead of tax credits the ASA
has its own proposal to supplement
present student aid programs.
Called the "Tuition Advance Fund,"
it is a national endowment fund for
higher education under which
students in both public and private
schools can receive up to $7,500.
McGuire said he does not expect
the group’s plan to receive much
legislative attention until 1984.
however.
The United States Student
Association, another nationwide
student group. also opposes tuition
tax credits, according to Bob
Bingaman, a group spokesman.
In addition, Rings man said the
USSA opposes private school tax
credits because they could "be
abused in such a way as to endanger
civil rights."
Private institutions which
discriminate on the basis of race or
religion, he said. could be indirectly
subsidized if those who attend them
are granted a tax break on tuition
costs.
Bingaman added that credits to
private schools could also be seen as
a violation of the constitutional
concept of separation of church and
state because parochial schools
could benefit indirectly from them

Prof from England
switches to SJSU
Rees on faculty exchange program
By Jay* Toth
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David Rees

John Ache*

master’s degrees in English, has spent
the majority of his teaching career at
the University of Exeter in Exeter.
England.
This fall, he changed locales with
SJSU English Professor Dennis
Chaldecott after writing to 15 universities in California in search of an exchange teaching position.
Rees is teaching two sections of
English 113 and a Shakespeare class at
SJSU. In the spring, his last semester
here, he also hopes to teach a class in
young adult and children’s literature.
Although he acknowledges it’s still
too early in the semester to make an
accurate comparison, Rees says the
biggest difference between the classes
he taught at Exeter and those he instructs here is their size.
"Classes are much larger here." he
says. "There was a maximum of 12
students in my class at Exeter. whereas
I have between 30 and 35 students
here
Because so many students are
enrolled in his SJSU classes, his

teaching may be a "bit more im
personal here," Rees says.
"At Exeter. I didn’t need to look at
a class roster to see if everyone was
present," he explains. "I should
imagine it is easier for a person in a
large class here to go a whole semester
without saying a word.
Nevertheless. Rees says he has not
changed his teaching style, and he is
generally impressed with his American
students
"Students here compare very well
( with those in England." he says.
"Actually, they are more keen and
enthusiastic
")SJSU students i seem really
interested in the subject . Of course, this
could be (attributed tol the difference
between American openness and
British reserve Or maybe Americans
are more aware that if they don’t do
well in school, they won’t get a job these
days"
Rees is a little concerned about
grading his students, however.
Csailind is pop 8
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Reporter learns lesson in ethics
In a shtnAdmt n between the white-haired woman and
the know-it-all reporter. the grandmother never stood a
chance
The reporter got the story. But somehow he ended up
on the short end, he thought.
From the time they met, the reporter had an unfair
advantage He had read everything he could on the
woman and her family, had been briefed by other
reporters and had a colleague digging up more information on the family.
When they met. the woman immediately knew why
the reporter was there.
Her 18-year -old granddaughter had been arrested the
night before for allegedly hiring an undercover sheriff’s
deputy to kill a 16-year-old girl.
To the womam, the impromptu interview was an
emotional invasion of her privacy. To him, it was a story possibly page one

By Dan Nakaso
Staff Writer

The reporter was waiting on her doorstep when she
She nodded politely but
pulled into the driveway.
cautiously eyed the notebook stuck in his pocket.
She walked into the house without saying a word and
left him standing on the porch.
The reporter took a breath and, without knocking.
pulled open the screen door. In the next 30 seconds, he
would either be getting the interview or going back
without a story, he thought.
He identified himself as a reporter and asked if he
could come in, as he began walking in the living room.
The woman burst into tears and nodded her head.
He sat down and began scribbling furiously, recording
appearance, the size of the house, and everything she
said. Better get everything down, he thought. He might be
out the door any minute.
The grandmother leaned forward in the sofa and
began crying into her hands. In a rush of words, she
recalled the last 24 hours and said the entire experience
seemed like a nightmare.
The reporter listened. Occasionally, he nodded his
head in agreement.
This was great stuff, he thought.
But as her eyes began to dry, the woman began
choosing her words more carefully and started glancing
toward the still -open door.
The reporter lowered his eyes when he saw the
woman’s keys dangling in the lock.
"Look." the grandmother said. "I really shouldn’t be
telling you all this until I get a lawyer for my granddaughter and see what he says about it."
The reporter lied and said he was sure a lawyer
wouldn’t mind her talking to a newspaper.
No, the woman said, she had already said too much.
And be fair, she said, he had caught her in an unguarded
moment It wouldn’t be right to print a story, she said.
The grandmother began crying again when the
reporter looked down at the floor.

htie
She would gladly answer any question, ill
talked to a lawyer, she said, possibly in a day or two. She
just needed time to collect herself, she said.
The reporter bit his lip and looked away from the
grandmother. He couldn’t make that decision, he said.
that would be up to his editors.
In the meantime, he said, wouldn’t she like to give her
complete side of the story now to save both of them the
trouble of meeting again?
The woman shook her head and pleaded with him
again not write anything about her that day.
The reporter only promised to call and let her know
what the editors had decided.
He returned to the newspaper and began writing the
story.
He pounded out a lead:
Lorene McKim, a 65year old grendroothei. Stied ha glossas and rubbed the
tom souks on ha face
And then he began the second paragraph to put the
story into perspective:
Thu AlMortirod Modesto worm ItM just mined from molded Mr Itymt
eV drandausktor. Dos Dm Lamers McKenzie, war in court on a chomp at
sokitil for war.
The 40-inch story took a half hour to write. Some
stories seem to write themselves, the reporter thought.
Editors and reporters reading the story gave him
some good-natured ribbing about his ambush-style
journalism.
He briefed the city editor on the story and said he
didn’t know what the reporter at the courthouse had, but
his interview with the old woman turned out pretty well.
The city editor agreed and said the grandmother
angle was the story. Information from the other reporter
would be incorporated into the story, she said.
As an afterthought, the reporter mentioned the
grandmother’s promise of an in-depth interview if they
held the story.
The city editor said thanks, but no thanks. She and the
reporter convinced themselves that news by definition is
timely.
Besides, the city editor said, the woman’s lawyer
would probably object to her talking to a reporter.
The reporter blew out his cheeks and said he guessed
that meant he had a telephone call to make.
On the second ring, the grandmother answered the
telephone and began apologizing for being so inhospitable
earlier in the day.
In the background, the reporter heard the television
set and the sound of something frying on the stove. He
called just when the home was returning to normal, he
thought.
After several attempts the reporter finally blurted out
that a story was going to appear the next day. No, he
couldn’t read her the story but he promised it would be
fair.
The woman hung up and the reporter never heard
from her again.
Drinking with other reporters that night, he didn’t
stop talking about the old woman.
Which journalistic axiom should he pull out to justify
this story, he asked the others. The grandmother wasn’t a
criminal, celebrity or politician, he said. Was this a case
of the public’s right to know’! Was he exercising the
press’ watchdog role? Was the grandmother’s story even
news?
Nobody answered.
But somebody yelled for another round.

Truth not a priority in courts
An event several weeks ago, reported nationwide by
newspapers and magazines, appeared humorous at first
glance. A second look exposed the worst part of this
country’s criminal justice system - the absurd use of plea
bargaining.
It seems that Harry Siegler, a man charged with first degree murder and robbery, was sitting in a Richmond.
Va courtroom awaiting the jury’s verdict.

By Tim Dutton
Stet Writer

The jury was taxing a long time, which made the
prosecutor nervous. So he decided to make a deal with
Siegler and his attorney.
If Siegler would plead guilty to first -degree murder
the had already pleaded innocent) his sentence would be
reduced to 40 years in prison, with a chance for parole
after 12 years.
Siegler accepted the offer, rather than chance a guilty
verdict and possible death sentence
The jury members were then informed of the completed deal, and they were understandably dazed. Their
verdict would have been not guilty.
Siegler will now serve time for a crime that a jury
found him not guilty of committing.
"I can’t tell you how badly he feels." said defense

attorney John Dodson, in a Time magazine article. Aug.
30.
The sad part about the whole thing is that guilt or
innocence probably never played a major part in the trial,
at least as far as the competing attorneys were concerned.
Rather than take a chance on total defeat, the
prosecutor offered a deal. And rather than take a chance
on losing the case for his client, the defense attorney
accepted it.
For Siegler, previously convicted three times for
robbery, he was merely the biggest loser in the on -going
court strategy game.
It seems logical that if Siegler were innocent, he
would not have admitted guilt to slicing open someone’s
throat with a knife.
On the other hand, if he is guilty he will now be eligible
for release in 12 years. After all, the prosecutor’s victory
is more important than justice being served.
Which brings us to that old American theme: Truth,
justice and the American way. Better make that: Let’s
make a deal, speedily and the hell with it.
Plea bargaining should be limited to less serious
crimes. In felony cases, its use is merely a mockery of the
entire criminal justice system.
When finding out which side is telling the truth
becomes less and less important, then the court system
becomes about as useful as a toothless saw.
How fitting is it, for example, to get a conviction for
loitering when the original charge was child molestation?
Or how about involuntary manslaughter for murder?
Let’s make a deal.
Plea bargaining is fine for civil cases and minor offenses. Using it this way helps reduce the large backlog of
cases which plague the courts.
It should not serve as a replacement for the truth.

’What would you rather be doing?’
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LETTER
Just another
Daily crusade

( Wednesday, Sept. a) was a page one
photo of another Islamic student
group’s "mock execution." In the
accompanying article, this group
claimed to be the "only group in Iran
fighting the Khomeini government."

Mac
ludicrously
"Persecution
whipping
fair .
termed
boy . . . easy target . . . locked
up . . . constitutional
. selective
right .
prosecution . . poor, poor Benjamin Sasway. Why does everyone
pick on the friends of the Spartan
Daily?
"In actuality. Sasway’s conviction and incarceration is an
into
attempt
unjust
timidate . . . non -registrants. But
an example had to be set. Peacetime
registration is a slick way to prepare
for war." Well, at least we can count
on one thing: The Spartan Daily has
all the inside information.
"Hopefully. Sasway’s unfair
trial hnd conviction will inspire draft
resisters to stand pat and say ’No’ to
the Selective Service System." And
once again we are zealously led by
the Spartan Daily in another
crusade for justice.
Welcome back to school.
Vance Dutton
Chemistry
pew

Bahais in Iran
face persecution
As I was entering the Student
Union, I was confronted with a group
of Iranian students whose literature
claimed that the western press was
presenting the people with a
"slanted" view of Islamic rule: in
fact, one was titled "Islam and
Freedom."
In the Daily that same day

These two events have irked me
to the point that I must speak out.
There is in fact at least one other
group inside Iran (and out) resisting
the Khomeini forces. They do not
fight with guns, however; they fight
by example. They are gentle, loving
people, living their lives by the
purest motives and the highest of
standards. They are dying by the
multitudes.
These people are the Bahais. the
largest religious minority in Iran.
and yet the only one excluded from
the so-called "Constitution." They
are prohibited by law from holding a
job, buying or selling goods in the
market, owning property and
Their
collecting on a pension.
children are refused schooling.
They are denied the most basic of
human rights and yet they do not
resort to violence.
The current regime confiscated
all Bahai property including all holy
places and cemeteries. They did
this "to protect them" when in fact it
proceeded to destroy them.
Prominent men and women,
doctors, lawyers, world-renowned
businessmen have been shot in the
night or disappeared and were never
heard from again.
Recently, the regime has gotten
even bolder. No longer are they
creating charges in order to execute
the Bahais. It is enough now to kill a
person just because he or she is a
Bahai. Terrific Islamic freedom!
This is clearly a systemic approach
to eradicate the Bahais aom Iran.
In May of this year our Congress

held hearings on the subject of
human rights and the desperate
plight of the Bahais was heard and
documented. It is recognized that
little can be done until the world as a
whole rises up and demands that this
genocide of the Bahais stops and the
cover-up ceases.
Until that day, Iran will go on
murdering even their most
prominent doctors, lawyers, architects and business leaders. Is
this not just another Germany of the
’30s all over again?
Roth F Boors
SJSU modem
Mowisr, SWIM BIN cornmsmity

Daily Policy
The Spartan 1)00 would like to
hear from you-our reader. Your
ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. By
listening to our readers we feel we
can better serve the campus community.
Letters to the Mailbag, ’opinion
articles and press releases are
gladly accepted.
Our policy for accepting sucl,
material is as follows:
All letters must include the
writer’s signature. major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letter’s
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment IIRS appeared.
Letters should not exceed 350
iv()rds.
Letters should be submitted
the Spartan Daily office J(7 208)
weekdays, or by mail 1,, the
Mailbag. chi the Spartan Daily, San
Jose State University, 125 S. Seventh
., CA 95192.
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Asked at various places On campus.
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"Probably home
taking a nap. I just got
through work at Bache
Halsey Stuart Shields
house
in
brokerage
downtown San Jose."
Mine erne
Roam
omit

"I’d like to be in Paris,
on the Champs Elysees in a
sidewalk cafe. drinking
wine with a handsome
man. Oh. and graduated,
with my parents paying for
the trip."
Menlo. Slope
Advortisig
11111.21

"Nothing. This is just
the place I want to be. I
chose to pursue my
education. and I’m very
happy that I’m able to do
that

"Probably out backpacking over Carson Pass,
south of Lake Tahoe. I
haven’t been out there in a
year and I’d like to get
back out there
co Dockort
ANsiiiing

Brady Gdo
Philosophy

iNraN

radial.. student

"I’d rather be at the
beach body -surfing and
having a few drinks, that
would be great.
Just
having a picnic with all my
friends.
Water skiing
would be nice too; it would
be much better than sitting
here."
Ionia Hamar
Mop
Nohow

I3
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Weekly gains approval
to seek additional funds

A.S. directors allocate
$700 to yearbook fund;
budget exceeds $6,000

Editor Liedtke will ask committee for $10,800 to produce 24 issues
By Dan Nakaso
The A S
board of
directors on Wednesday
unanimously voted to allow
the Independent Weekly to
address the special
allocation committee
Monday for additional
funding.
Independent Weekly
editor Michael Liedtke said
there is only enough money
to keep the Weekly
operating through the
current semester.
Liedtke said he will ask
the committee for $10,800 to
produce 24 issues, beginning Sept. 22.
The Weekly currently
receives $7,200 from the
Revised Automatic Funding Initiative and will
have a total budget of
$18,000 if the committee
grants the funds.
Although the amount
will be 27 percent higher
than last year’s $14,200
budget, the Weekly will
still lose $100 per issue,
Liedtke said.
The proposed 11 issues
this semester and the 13
issues planned for next
semester will mean a $2,400
deficit, he said.
The $100-per-issue loss
will be recovered by advertising revenue because
"we realize we can’t
depend totally on the A.S.,"
Liedtke said.
if
the
However,
committee grants less than
the requested funding, the
Weekly will have to run
even more ads, he said.
Liedtke said the
Weekly currently budgets
about 70 percent of its
space to ads and 30 percent
to editorial matter.
Ad prices will probably
also rise for the first few
issues if all funding is not
granted, he said.
The Independent
Weekly is a
10,000circulation tabloid, located

at 10th and Williams
streets. It began eight
semesters ago as an
alternative to the Spartan
Daily.
According to Scott
Shifrel, former Weekly
editor and current Spartan
Daily editor, the Weekly
has suffered from early
financial problems.
Each editor has had to
deal with an original $4,000
deficit caused primarily by
printing expenses, he said.
Shifrel said single.
issue printing costs run
between $600 and $1,200,
depending on the number
of pages and the use of
color.
Liedtke said the
Weekly faces rising costs
that include a 66 percent
increase in typesetting
expenses.
The Weekly also has a
$2,900 printing debt to
Fricke/Parks
Press
printers in Fremont and a
flow
"cash
serious
problem."
"The money’s there,"
he said. "It just hasn’t
been collected from (past)
advertisers."
The committee will be
sending the Weekly to a
"journalistic death" if it
does not grant additional
funding, Liedtke said.
"The basic structure of
the Weekly will change,"
he said. "It will no longer
be the Weekly."
The Weekly will
become the Independent
Bi-Weekly, he said.
"And that’s not what the
Weekly was founded on,"
he said.
Students will feel a loss
if the Weekly cannot
continue, he said.
"There’s room for an
alternative newspaper on
campus," Liedtke said. "A
lot of the stuff, by the
structure of the Daily,

By Dan Nakaso
The A.S board of directors on
Wednesday unanimously granted an
emergency allocation of $700 to produce
the first A.S. yearbook in 13 years.
The A.S. has now allocated $6,472 to
the yearbook project.
"I think it’s something the campus
really needs," director Todd Mattson
said of the yearbook in discussing the
emergency allocation.
Jeff Hogue of the yearbook staff
told the board there is a need to advertise the project as soon as possible.
He said $500 of the emergency
funding will be used to advertise for
workers and advertisers.
In other board action, directors
voted 10 to 0, with two abstentions to
allow Carl Chevallard, director of SJSU
bands, to ask the special allocations
committee Monday for funds to take the
marching band to Las Vegas

EOP students face
disenrollment peril

/
Met ch 1982 hie photo by Mak Mame

Without the money,‘the structure . . . will change.
It will no longer be the Weekly. It will be the
Independent Bi-Weekly . . . and that’s not what
the Weekly was founded on.’
-- Michael Liedtke
doesn’t get covered.
"Ideally, you don’t
want a monopoly of information," he said. "You
need the Daily. But you
need the Weekly too."
The Weekly helps
jour"inexperienced"
nalism students prepare
mandatory
their
for
semester on the Daily, he
gives "exIt
also
said.
perienced" journalism

Chevallard said he will request
$4,666 from the committee so the band
can attend the SJSU -- University of
Nevada -Las Vegas game Oct. 30.
He told the board that the 124member marching band had budgeted
for the least expensive hotel possible,
meals will be paid by memand
bers.
"The ( football ) team seems to do
better whenever the band is there,"
Chevallard told the board.
The band also gives the
university visibility when it performs
on the road, he said
"It gives credibility to the
university . . . and helps because
"university buses can’t make a trip of
this distance," he said.
A.S. directors Ron Hobson and
Robert Mush l abstained from the vote.

students
additional
practice after their work on
the Daily.
The Weekly also goes
"a little bit more in-depth,"
on stories, he said.
It has "a lot more
pOlitical stuff,- Liedtke
said. "A little bit more
freedom . . . and more
cultural stuff."
Shifrel satt:: loss of the
would
be
Weekly

"irreparable."
He said the Weekly is a
"good training ground"
that has produced several
Daily reporters and
editors.
Shifrel said it also
gives "another perspective
of the news for the student.
"I wouldn’t be in the
journalism department at
all if it wasn’t for the
Weekly," he said. "It may
be expensive, but it’s worth
it,"

Deadline to check in was Wednesday
By Sandie Smith
Any EOP student who
did not check in with the
EOP office by Wednesday’s deadline is in
danger of being disenrolled
and having their financial
aid and records withheld,
according to EOP counselor Danny Sanidad.
Sanidad said that the
main reason for Wednesday’s deadline was to
enable the office to have
the current addresses and
phone numbers of EOP
students to provide them
with services.
Students should
also turned in their
with
schedule,
changes, and their
request forms to the

have
class
any
tutor
EOP

office.
Sanidad said the Sept. 8
deadline was necessary
because
"We accept
students irom all over the
state

Changes in G.E. requirements
in writing skills prompt EOP
to inform upper-division students
"If we don’t have their
current address and phone
numbers we sent letters to
their permanent address,
and it usually takes about
six weeks for them (the
students ) to receive their
information."
Six weeks set the office
back quite a bit when it
needs to provide basic

Emotionally intense play ‘Equus’ opens tonight
By Rose Zamudio
I.ight, Camera. Action. The emotionallly
intense play "Equus" by
Peter Shaffer will open at 8
tonight in the University
Theater.

Daniel Tour’s (left)
plays Alan Strang and
Matthew Mongillo
plays Martin Dysart in
SJSU’s Theater Arts
Department production
of "Equus," a psycho
drama about a
psychologist who
comes to the aid of a
menially unstable 17
yea, old who, early in
life, begins to associate
horses with Jesus
Christ a condition
brought on by his
religious mother and
socialist communist fa
ther

This year’s first
theater arts production
pulls no punches to create
superb effects of sound,
stage and costume.
The play is about a
psychologist helping a 17 year -old boy who flips out
early in his life. He starts to
associate horses with
Jesus, largely because his
mother is a religious
fanatic and his father is a
socialist -communist.
Equus is a play of great
depth that captures all the
emotions and allows the
audience to feel at one with
the actors, said Director
Bob Jenkins.
In one of the more
emotional scenes, the
actors disrobe and the
audience is spellbound, he
said while reflecting over
the summer review of the
play.
"There is not a breath
taken in that theater,"
Jenkins said. "It is so still,
it is so intense.
"The atmopshere is so
concentrated, it absolutely
rivets the attention of the
audience and the actors in
to what is happening at the
moment of the show."
None of the actors in
the play has ever done a
nude scene before, yet they
both agreed it is a beautiful
moment

"He wrote the first
book on synthesizers,"
Touris said. "And so when
you get someone like that
to come in here and do
music for you --you can
really capture a moment."
This tragic play about
courage and guts allows
the audience to identify
with the psychiatrist
Mathew
(played by
Monigillo), who must
decide whether to help a
psychotic boy --thought it
may bring his world
crashing in around himself.

We Stanton

Sandy Mulvihill, the 20year-old who plays the part
of a stable girl, said that it
was "probably the biggest
challenge of my life.
"The one thing that I
am really insecure about is
my body, but in order to act
you must take risks," she
said.
"And I think the nude
scene in the play is
probably the biggest risk
that I will have to take in
my life."

adida§

Mulvihill said she looks
at doing the nude scene as
just wearing another
costume. And as far as
what her family might
think while she is naked on
stage, she said, "My family
is all involved in theater, so
the fear and the thought of
what they would think is
not as prevalent as it would
be to someone new to
theater."
Touris,
Daniel
however, who plays the

We are
Exclusive Adidas
One Stop Shopping Centc,

psychotic boy, said he felt
comfortable doing the nude
scene because it is not
played up in the spotlight.
but instead it is done well
and with taste, he said.
Behind the scenes
SJSU music professor
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Allen Strange created the
musical score by the use of
computers and electronic
synthesizers.
Touris praised Strange
as "the foremost authority
in the United States for
creating music out of a
synthesizer."

The part of Dr. Dysart,
the psychiatrist, is an
extremely hard part to
perform. Jenkins said. The
actor must portray a
middle-aged man going
great
through
psychological strain. And
Monigillo does a superb job
with the role.

’There is one violent
scene at the end of the play
when Dysart has the child
live out, under hypnosis,
the blinding he did to the
horses," Jenkins said.

That is why it’s imperative that the EOP
center counsel
these
students as soon as
possible. Sanidad said
There will be a mandatory meeting all first semester EOP students at
2:30 p.m. today in Sweeney
Hall. room 100.
Students who cannot
attend the meeting or who
missed
Wednesday’s
deadline should to to the
EOP office or call their
EOP counselor.

During the blinding the
electronically manufacscore
musical
tured
heightens the audience’s
senses according to
Strange.
"We had to create the
sound of six horses
screaming and yelling and
being killed, and naturally
there are not too many
tapes out there like this, so
I programmed the computer into the synthesizer
to recreate the sound."
Strange said.
Along with the music.
the costumes enhance the
overall appearance of the
play. The characterization
of the eight horses is done
through elaborate designs
the
symbolize
which
massiveness and strength
of the horses.

KinKols
PROFESSOR’S
PUBLISHING
One of the services that Kinko’s
offers is called Professor’s Publishing.
Through this service, a teacher
can put, notes, out-of-date books
and such. "on reserve" at
Kinko’s to be copied and distributed
to his or her students. This
occurs at no cost to the teacher
and saves the students time and effort.
For more information, contact
the Kinko’s location nearest to you.

KI

A6
to

Clara streets. Prices are
$2.50 for students and $5 for
the general public.

said.
"We are finding it
more necessary to work
with upper -division
students because of the
writings and general
education changes," he
said. "The students seem
to be weaker (in these
areas) than they used to
be."

NOW OPEN
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NIGHTS!!
ENTERTAINMENT 8:30 pmmidnight

student

Printed

Tickets may be purchased at the Speech and
Drama building on the
corner of Fifth and Santa

climacteric
"This
scene is why we call the
play a psychiatric detecFor further intive novel of infinite skill." formation call 277-2777.
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3101

away,
services right
Sanidad said.
The EOP center is
working more with upperdivision students than it
has in the past. Sanidad
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Reporter learns lesson in ethics
In a shott dottn betvwen the white-haired woman and
the know-it-all reporter. the grandmother never stood a
chance
The reporter got the story. But somehow he ended up
on the short end, he thought.
From the time they met, the reporter had an unfair
advantage. He had read everything he could on the
woman and her family. had been briefed by other
reporters and had a colleague digging up more information on the family.
When they met, the woman immediately knew why
the reporter was there.
Her 18-year -old granddaughter had been arrested the
night before for allegedly hiring an undercover sheriff’s
deputy to kill a 16-year -old girl.
To the womam, the impromptu interview was an
emotional invasion of her privacy. To him, it was a story
possibly page one

By Dan Nakaso
Stall Writer

The reporter was waiting on her doorstep when she
She nodded politely but
pulled into the driveway.
cautiously eied the notebook stuck in his pocket.
She walked into the house without saying a word and
left him standing on the porch.
The reporter took a brearli end. without knocking,
pulled open the screen door. In the next 30 seconds, he
would either be getting the interview or going beck
without a story, he thought.
He identified himself as a reporter and asked if he
could come in, as he began walking in the living room.
The woman burst into tears and nodded her head
He sat down and began scribbling furiously, recording
appearance, the size of the house, and everything she
said. Better get everything down, bethought. He might be
out the door any minute.
The grandmother leaned forward in the sofa and
began crying into her hands. In a rush of words, she
recalled the last 24 hours and said the entire experience
seemed like a nightmare.
The reporter listened. Occasionally, he nodded his
head in agreemeni
This WilS great serif. he thought.
But as her eyes began to dry, the woman began
choosing her words more carefully and started glancing
toward the still -open door.
The reporter lowered his eyes when he saw the
woman’s keys dangling in the lock.
"Look,- the grandmother said. "I really shouldn’t be
telling you all this until I get a lawyer for my granddaughter and see what he says about it."
The reporter lied and said he was sure a lawyer
wouldn’t mind her talking to a newspaper.
No, the woman said, she had already said too much.
And be fair, she said, he had caught her in an unguarded
moment. It wooldn’t be right to print a story, she said.
The grandmother began crying again when the
reporter looked down at the floor.

She would gladly answer any questions after she
talked to a lawyer, she said, possibly in a day or two. She
Just needed time to collect herself, she said.
The reporter bit his lip and looked away from the
grandmother lie couldn’t make that decision, he said,
that would be up to his editors.
In the meantime, he said, wouldn’t she like to give her
complete side of the story now to save both of them the
trouble of meeting again?
The woman shook her head and pleaded with him
again not write anything about her that day.
The reporter only promised to call and let her know
what the editors had decided.
He returned to the newspaper and began writing the
story.
He pounded out a lead:
Lorene McKenzie, a nyear old grandmother, lifted het glasses and rubbed the
ore streaks on ha face

And then he began the second paragraph to pto
story into perspective

I De

The whilehmed Modesto woman had rust returned from eratchng hut 18 year
granddaughtef . Dee Dee LOIT illOP McKenzie, appear n coral on a charge of

teleiling Soo mods.
The 40-inch story took a half hour to write. Some
stories seem to write themselves, the reporter thought.
Editors and reporters reading the story gave him
some good-natured ribbing about his ambush -style
journalism.
He briefed the city editor on the story and said he
didn’t know what the reporter at the courthouse had, but
his interview with the old woman turned out pretty well.
The city editor agreed and said the grandmother
angle was the story. Information from the other reporter
would be incorporated into the story, she said.
As an afterthought, the reporter mentioned the
grandmother’s promise of an in-depth interview if they
held the story.
The city editor said thanks, but no thanks. She and the
reporter convinced themselves that news by definition is
timely.
Besides, the city editor said, the woman’s lawyer
would probably object to her talking to a reporter.
The reporter blew out his cheeks and said he guessed
that meant he had a telephone call to make.
On the second ring, the grandmother answered the
telephone and began apologizing for being so inhospitable
earlier in the day.
In the backgeound, the reporter heard the television
set and the sound of something frying on the stove. He
called just when the home was returning to normal, he
thought.
After several attempts the reporter finally blurted out
that a story was going to appear the next day. No. he
couldn’t read her the story but he premised it would be
fair.
The woman hung up and the rept:ter never heard
from her again.
Drinking with other reporters ttrit night, he didn’t
stop talking about the old woman.
Which journalistic axiom should h.. pull out to justify
this story, he asked the others. The grandmother wasn’t a
criminal, celebrity or politician, he said. Was this a case
of the public’s right to know? Was he exercising the
press’ watchdog role? Was the grandmother’s story even
news?
Nobody answered.
But hornet:My yelled for another round.

Truth not a priority in courts
An event several weeks ago, reported nationwide by
newspapers and magazines, appeared humorous at f rst
glance. A second look exposed the worst part of his
country’s criminal justice system - the absurd use of plea
bargaining.
It seems that Harry Siegler, a man charged with fir: t degree murder and robbery, was sitting in a Richmond.
Va., courtroom awaiting the jury’s verdict.

By Tun Dutton
Stott Writer

The jury was taking a long time, which made the
prosecutor nervous. So he decided to make a deal with
Siegler and his attorney.
If Siegler would plead guilty to first -degree murder
( he had already pleaded innocent ) his sentence would be
reduced to 40 years in prison, with a chance for parole
after 12 years.
Siegler accepted the offer, rather than chance a guilty
verdict and possible death sentence.
The jury members were then informed of the completed deal, and they were understandably dazed. Their
verdict would have been not guilty.
Siegler will now serve time for a crime that a jury
found him not guilty of committing.
"I can’t tell you how badly he feels," said defense

attorney John Dodson, in a Time magazine article. Aug.
30.
The sad part about the whole thing is that guilt or
innocence probably never played a major part in the trial.
at least as far as the competing attorneys were concerned.
Rather than take a chance on total defeat, the
prosecutor offered a deal. And rather than take a chance
on losing the case for his client, the defense attorney
accepted it
For Siegler, previously convicted three tunes for
robbery, he was merely the biggest loser in the on -going
court strategy game.
It seems logical that if Siegler were innocent, he
would not have admitted guilt to slicing open someone’s
throat with a knife.
On the other hand, if he is guilty he will now be eligible
for release in 12 years. After all, the prosecutor’s victory
is more important than justice being served.
Which brings us to that old American theme: Truth,
justice and the American way. Better make that Let’s
make a deal, speedily and the hell with it.
Plea bargaining should be limited to less serious
crimes. In felony cases, its use is merely a mockery of the
entire criminal justice system.
When finding out which side is telling the truth
becomes less and less important, then the court system
becomes about as useful as a toothless saw.
How fitting is it, for example, to get a conviction for
loitering when the original charge was child molestation?
Or how about involuntary manslaughter for murder?
Let’s make a deal.
Plea bargaining is fine for civil cases and minor offenses. Using it this way helps reduce the large backlog of
cases which plague the courts.
It should not serve as a replacement for the truth.

’What would you rather be doing?’

"Probably home
taking a nap. I just got
through work at Bache
Halsey Stuart Shields
house
in
brokerage
downtown San Jose."
Arne Castro

LETTERS
Just another
Daily crusade

( Wednesday, Sept. It? was a page one
photo of another Islamic student
group’s "mock execution." In the
accompanying article, this group
claimed to be the "only group in Iran
fighting the Khomeini government."

Edw.
ludicrously
"Persecution
whipping
fair .
termed
boy . . . easy target . . . locked
up . . . constitutional
right . . . selective
prosecution . . . poor, poor Benjamin Sasway. Why does everyone
pick on the friends of the Spartan
Daily?
"In actuality, Sasway’s conviction and incarceration is an
into
a’tempt
unjust
timidate . . . non -registrants. But
an example had lobe set. Peacetime
registration is a slick way to prepare
for war." Well, a’ least we can count
on one thing: The Spartan Daily has
all the inside information.
"Hopefully. Sasway’s unfair
trial Nnd conviction will inspire draft
resisters to stand pat ar.d say ’No’ to
the Selective Service System." And
once again we are zealooisly led by
the Spartan Daily in another
crusade for justice.
Welcome back to school.
Vance Dutton
Cheroot, y
rumor

Bahais in Iran
face persecution
Mai
As I was entering the Student
Union, I was confronted with a group
of Iranian students whose literature
claimed that the western press was
presenting the people with a
"slanted" view of Islamic rule; in
fact, one was titled "Islam and
Freedom."
In the Daily that same day

These two events have irked me
to the point that I must speak out.
There is in fact at least one other
group inside Iran (and out) resisting
the Khomeini forces. They do not
fight with guns, however; they fight
by example. They are gentle, loving
people, living their lives by the
purest motives and the highest of
standards. They are dying by the
multitudes.
These people are the Bahais, the
largest religious minority in Iran,
and yet the only one excluded from
the so-called "Constitution." They
are prohibited by law from holding a
job, buying or selling goods in the
market, owning property and
collecting on a pension.
Their
children are refused schooling.
They are denied the most basic of
human rights and yet they do not
resort to violence.
The current regime confiscated
all Bahai property including all holy
places and cemeteries. They did
this "to protect them" when in fact it
proceeded to destroy them.
Prominent men and women,
doctors, lawyers, world-renowned
businessmen have been shot in the
night or disappeared and were never
heard from again.
Recently, the regime has gotten
even bolder, No longer are they
creating charges in order to execute
the Bahais. It is enough now to kills
person just because he or she is a
Bahai. Terrific Islamic freedom!
This is clearly a systemic approach
to eradicate the Bahais from Iran.
In May of this year our Congress

held hearings on the subject of
human rights and the desperate
plight of the Bahais was heard and
documented. It is recognized that
little can be done until the world as a
whole rises up and demands that this
genocide of the Bahais stops and the
cover-up ceases.
Until that day, Iran will go on
murdering even their most
prominent doctors, lawyers, architects and business leaders. Is
this not just another Germany of the
.30s all over again?
Ruth F Bean
SJSU student
%Imhof Miprtas Brisat commtmly

Daily Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to
hear from you-’ ur reader. Your
ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. By
listening to our readers we feel we
can better serve the campus corninunit v.
Letters to the Mailbag. opinion
articles and press releases are
gladly accepted.
Our policy for acceptine suet
material is as rollout’s:
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
oon a given topic after a sufficient
amount 1,f comment has appeared.
Letters should not exceed 350
words.
Letters should be submitted le
the Spartan Daily office JC 208t
weekdays, or by mail to the
Mailbag. cio the Spartan Daily. San
Jose State University, 125 S. Seventh
St., CA 95192.

Asked at various places on campus.

"I’d like to be in Paris,
on the Champs Elysees in a
sidewalk cafe, drinking
wine with a handsome
man. Oh, and graduated,
with my parents paying for
the trip’’

"Probably out backpacking over Carson Pass,
south of Lake Tahoe.
haven’t been out there in a
year and I’d like to get
back out there.
Mod Dockirt
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"Nothing. This is just
the place I want to be. I
chose to pursue my
education, and I’m very
happy that I’m able to do
that."
BM* Gib
Phlosephy
grakete *NW

"I’d rather be at the
beach body -surfing and
having a few drinks, that
would be great.
Just
having a picnic with all my
friends.
Water skiing
would be nice too; it would
be much better than sitting
here."
1.4,68 Hamm
Biabgy
Malmo

imp
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Weekly gains approval
to seek additional funds
Editor Liedtke will ask committee for $10,800 to produce 24 issues
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By Ban Nakaso
The A S board of
directors on Wednesday
unanimously voted to allow
the Independent Weekly to
address the special
allocation committee
Monday for additional
funding.
Independent Weekly
editor Michael Liedtke said
there is only enough money
to keep the Weekly
operating through the
current semester.
Liedtke said he will ask
the committee for $10,800 to
produce 24 issues, beginning Sept. 22.
The Weekly currently
receives $7,200 from the
Revised Automatic Funding Initiative and will
have a total budget of
818,000 if the committee
grants the funds.
Although the amount
will be 27 percent higher
than last year’s $14.200
budget, the Weekly will
still lose $100 per issue,
Liedtke said.
The proposed 11 issues
this semester and the 13
issues planned for next
semester will mean a $2,400
deficit, he said.
The 8100-per-issue loss
will be recovered by advertising revenue because
"we realize we can’t
depend totally on the A.S.,"
Liedtke said.
However,
if
the
committee grants less than
the requested funding, the
Weekly will have to run
even more ads, he said.
Liedtke said the
Weekly currently budgets
about 70 percent of its
space to ads and 30 percent
to editorial matter.
Ad prices will probably
also rise for the first few
issues if all funding is not
granted, he said.
The Independent
Weekly is a
10,000circulation tabloid, located

at 10th and Williams
streets. It began eight
semesters ago as an
alternative to the Spartan
Daily.
According to Scott
Shifrel, former Weekly
editor and current Spartan
Daily editor, the Weekly
has suffered from early
financial problems.
Each editor has had to
deal with an original $4,000
deficit caused primarily by
printing expenses, he said.
Shifrel said single issue printing costs run
between $600 and $1,200,
depending on the number
of pages and the use of
color.
Liedtke said the
Weekly faces rising costs
that include a 66 percent
increase in typesetting
expenses.
The Weekly also has a
$2,900 printing debt to
Fricke/Parks
Press
printers in Fremont and a
serious
"cash
flow
problem."
"The money’s there,"
he said. "It just hasn’t
been collected from ( past)
advertisers."
The committee will be
sending the Weekly to a
"journalistic death" if it
does not grant additional
funding. Liedtke said
"The basic structure of
the Weekly will change,"
he said. "It will no longer
be the Weekly."
The Weekly will
become the Independent
Bi-Weekly, he saia.
"And that’s not what the
Weekly was founded on,"
he said.
Students will feel a loss
if the Weekly cannot
continue, he said.
"There’s room for an
alternative newspaper on
campus," Liedtke said. "A
lot of the stuff, by the
structure of the Daily,

A.S. directors allocate
$700 to yearbook fund;
budget exceeds $6,000
By Dan Nakao
The A.S. board of directors on
Wednesday unanimously granted an
emergency allocation of $700 to produce
the first A.S. yearbook in 13 years.
The A.S. has now allocated 86,472 to
the yearbook project.
"I think it’s something the campus
really needs." director Todd Mattson
said of the yearbook in discussing the
emergency allocation.
Jeff Hogue of the yearbook staff
told the board there is a need to advertise the project as soon as possible.
He said $500 of the emergency
funding will be used to advertise for
workers and advertisers.
In other board action, directors
voted 10 to 0, with two abstentions to
allow Carl Chevallard, director of SJSU
bands, to ask the special allocations
committee Monday for funds to take the
marching band to Las Vegas

Chevallard said he will request
$4,666 from the committee so the band
can attend the SJSU -- University of
Nevada -Las Vegas game Oct 30.
He told the board that the 124member marching band had budgeted
for the least expensive hotel possible,
and that meals will be paid by members.
"The (football) team seems to do
better whenever the band is there,"
Chevallard told the board.
The band also gives the
university visibility when it performs
on the road, he said.
"It gives credibility to the
university . . . and helps because
"university buses can’t make a trip of
this distance," he said.
A.S. directors Ron Hobson and
Robert Musil abstained from the vote.

EOP students face
disenrollment peril
Match 1987 file plan

hy Man

Dukane

Without the money,‘the structure . . . will change.
It will no longer be the Weekly. It will be the
Independent Bi-Weekly . . . and that’s not what
the Weekly was founded on.’
-- Michael Liedtke
students
additional
practice after their work on
the Daily.

doesn’t get covered.
"Ideally, you don’t
want a monopoly of information," he said. "You
need the Daily. But you
need the Weekly too."

The Weekly also goes
"a little bit more in-depth,"
on stories, he said.
It has "a lot more
pOlitical stuff," Liedtke
said. "A little bit more
freedom . . . and more
cultural stuff."

The Weekly helps
jour"inexperienced"
nalism students prepare
mandatory
their
for
semester on the Daily, he
said. It also gives "experienced" journalism

Shifrel said loss of the
Weekly
would
he

"irreparable."
He said the Weekly is a
"good training ground"
that has produced several
Daily reporters and
editors.
Shifrel said it also
gives "another perspective
of the news for the student.
"I wouldn’t be in the
journalism department at
all if it wasn’t for the
Weekly," he said. "It may
be expensive, but it’s worth
it."

Deadline to check in was Wednesday
By Sandie Smith
Any EOP student who
did not check in with the
EOP office by Wednesday’s deadline is in
danger of being disenrolled
and haying their financial
aid and records withheld,
according to EOP counselor Danny Sanidad.
Sanidad said that the
main reason for Wednesday’s deadline was to
enable the office to have
the current addresses and
phone numbers of EOP
students to provide them
with services.
Students should
also turned in their
with
schedule,
changes, and their
request forms to the

have
class
any
tutor
EOP

office.
Sanidad said the Sept. a
deadline was necessary
because
"We accept
students from all over the
state.

Changes in G.E. requirements
in writing skills prompt EOP
to inform upper-division students
"If we don’t have their
current address and phone
numbers we sent letters to
their permanent address,
and it usually takes about
six weeks for them (the
students) to receive their
information."
Six weeks set the office
back quite a bit when it
needs to provide basic

Emotionally intense play ‘Equus’ opens tonight
By Rose Zamudio
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Daniel Tom’s (lett)
plays Alan Strang and
Matthew Mongillo
plays Martin Dysart in
SJSU’s Theater Arts
Department production
of "Equus," a psycho
drama about a
psychologist who
comes to the ad of a
mentally unstable 17
yeareid who, early in
life, begins to associate
horses with Jesus
Christ a condition
brought on by his
religious mother and
socialist communist fa
ther.

This year’s first
theater arts production
pulls no punches to create
superb effects of sound,
stage and costume.
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The play is about a
psychologist helping a 17 year -old boy who flips out
early in his life. He starts to
associate horses with
Jesus, largely because his
mother is a religious
fanatic and his father is a
socialist -communist.
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Allen Strange created the
musical score by the use of
computers and electronic
synthesizers.
Touris praised Strange
as "the foremost authority
in the United States for
creating music out of a
synthesizer."

Lights. Camera. Action. The emotionality
intense play "Equus" by
Peter Shaffer will open at 8
tonight in the University
Theater.

Equus is a play of great
depth that captures all theemotions and allows the
audience to feel at one with
the actors, said Director
Bob Jenkins.
In one of the more
emotional scenes, the
actors disrobe and the
audience is spellbound, he
said while reflecting over
the summer review of the
play.
-There is not a breath
taken in that theater,"
Jenkins said. "It is so still,
it is so intense.
"The atmopshere is so
concentrated, it absolutely
rivets the attention of the
audience and the actors in
to what is happening at the
moment of the show."
None of the actors in
the play has ever done a
nude scene before, yet they
both agreed it is a beautiful
moment

Sandy Mulvihill, the 20year-old who plays the part
of a stable girl, said that it
was "probably the biggest
challenge of my life.
"The one thing that I
am really insecure about is
my body, but in order to act
you must take risks," she
said.
"And I think the nude
scene in the play is
probably the biggest risk
that I will have to take in
my life."

Mulvihill said she looks
at doing the nude scene as
just wearing another
costume. And as far as
what her family might
think while she is naked on
stage, she said, "My family
is all involved in theater, so
the feat and the thought of
what they would think is
not as prevalent as it would
be to someone new to
theater."
Touris,
Daniel
however, who plays the
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This tragic play about
courage and guts allows
the audience to identify
with the psychiatrist
Mathew
( played by
Monigillo), who must
decide whether to help a
psychotic boy --thought it
may bring his world
crashing in around himself.

OPEN
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psychotic boy, said he felt
comfortable doing the nude
scene because it is not
played up in the spotlight,
but instead it is done well
and with taste, he said.
Behind the scenes
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"He wrote the first
book on synthesizers,"
Touris said. "And so when
you get someone like that
to come in here and do
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I
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The part of Dr. Dysart,
the psychiatrist, is an
extremely hard part to
perform, Jenkins said. The
actor must portray a
middle-aged man going
great
through
psychological strain. And
Monigillo does a superb job
with the role.

1,

Clara streets. Prices are
$2.50 for students and $5 for
the general public.

"This
climacteric
scene is why we call the
play a psychiatric detecFor further intive novel of infinite skill." formation call 277-2777

That is why it’s imperative that the EOP
center counsel
these
students as soon as
possible, Sanidad said
There will be a mandatory meeting all first semester EOP students at
2:30 p.m. today in Sweeney
Hall, room 100.
Students who cannot
attend the meeting or who
missed
Wednesday’s
deadline should to to the
EOP office or call their
EOP counselor.

During the blinding the
electronically manufacscore
musical
tured
heightens the audience’s
senses according to
Strange.
"We had to create the
sound of six horses
screaming and yelling and
being killed, and naturally
there are not too many
tapes out there like this, so
I programmed the computer into the synthesizer
to recreate the sound."
Strange said.
Along with the music,
the costumes enhance the
overall appearance of the
play. The characterization
of the eight horses is done
through elaborate designs
the
symbolize
which
massiveness and strength
of the gorses.

KinKas
PROFESSOR’S
PUBLISHING
One of the services that Kinko’s
offers is called Professor’s Publishing
Through this service, a teacher
can put, notes. out-of-date books
and such, "on reserve" at
Kinko’s to be copied and distributed
to his or her students. This
occurs at no cost to the teacher
and saves the students time and effort
For more information, contact
the Kinko’s location nearest to you
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student
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Ad
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Tickets may be purchased at the Speech and
Drama building on the
corner of Fifth and Santa

said.
"We are finding it
more necessary to work
with upper -division
students because of the
writings and general
education changes," he
said. "The students seem
to be weaker (in these
areas) than they used to
be."

NOW OPEN
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NIGHTS!!
ENTERTAINMENT 8:30 pmmidnight
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"There is one violent
scene at the end of the play
when Dysart has the child
live out, under hypnosis,
the blinding he did to the
horses." Jenkins said.

services right away,
Sanidad said.
The EOP center is
working more with upperdivision students than it
has in the past. Sanidad
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YOU
AIN’T
nothin’ but
an Elvis
look -alike
Photos by Kurt Kopp

Text by Michael Vaughn

than 1,600 people wanMore
dered about the noisy, smokefilled Gateway Hall at the
Santa Clara County Fairgrounds.
Some of the crowd walked among
the vendors’ booths, poring over Elvis
memorabilia -- posters,
Presley
records, buttons, jackets, hats, clocks,
rugs and anything else you could put a
picture of the late star on.
Most of the crowd gathered near
tke stage at the west end of the hall for
the "Elvis look- and sound -alike contest." Impressionists and look-alikes
took their turns trying to convince the
crowd -- and the judges -- that they
looked or sounded the most like the late
"King of Rock and Roll."
Five contestants came on and went
off the glittering stage.
Each sang two or three Elvis
songs; some even recited monologues
in their best Elvis voices. Each contestant twisted his pelvis and stretched
his pants as far as they would go, trying
his best to mimic the stage moves of his

idol.
All were applauded by the crowd.
some for their bravery more than their
performance.
Yet when the sixth contestant was
introduced, the girls who had crowded
around the front of the stage jumped,
screamed and chanted:
"James! James!"
He appeared on the stage in a pre white, rhinestone -studded jumpsuit and
twisted his way to the microphone.
Long black sideburns framed his
tanned face, and his lip curled as he
spoke to the crowd:
"All right, I’m gonna need a little
help on this song. I want y’all to snap
your fingers -- just like this."
The crowd caught the beat from his
snapping fingers and he rolled into the
song, a bluesy Elvis tune titled
"Fever."
The girls in the front screamed
again as he threw red, white and blue
scarves off the stage.

received for his performances, some
people resent Wallace for imitating the
legendary Elvis.

a
On Aug. II, 1981, he was driving
south on Winchester Boulevard to his
home in West San Jose at 11 p.m. At the
intersection of Winchester and Stevens
Creek boulevards, he was confronted
by a man who said that he didn’t like
the license plate on Wallace’s truck,
which reads "IM ELVIS."
"He said a few bad words atiout
Elvis, describing him as being queer
and a few other things," Wallace said.
"I resented that and told him to leave
me alone -- when I went to the next
stoplight, he did it again."
Alter the second confrontation,
Wallace pulled his truck to the side of
the road. The man followed. They both
got out of their vehicles and the man
pushed him. causing Wallace to fall and
cut his head against the open door of his
truck.
Wallace then came back at the man
and hit him with karate punches that he
had originally learned for his act.
"Then I finally came in and hit him
with a hammer-fist to the chest
which . . . broke his sternum."
Wallace said.
While lying in the hospital after
receiving stitches for his head wound.
Wallace was informed by his doctor
that the other man had suffered a
caved-in chest.
"I think he’s an Elvis fan now,"
Wallace remarked. "I don’t think he’s
ever going to say anything bad about
Elvis again."
Wallace also defended Elvis when
asked about the recent biography of
Presley written by Albert Goldman
The book, "Elvis," is a detailed look at
the private life of Presley.
"It is totally unreal," Wallace said.
"He (Goldman) says he’s talked to a
couple hundred entourage people who
were with Elvis and close friends,
bodyguards, his past loves, asking
them how he was in his private life."

The real Elvis, as he was
before his death in 1977.
As "Fever" died and the beat sped
up, the xeroxed Elvis began "Hound
Dog," one of Presley’s most popular
songs. He twisted, turned, winked,
smiled and karate -kicked his way about
the stage, even leaning over the front of
the stage to kiss one of -his female admirers.
James M. Wallace, 20, is the winner
of the 1981 and 1982 look-alike contests
at the annual "Elvis Now Fan
Festival," sponsored by the Elvis Now
Fan Club, a San Jose -based
organization. The festival, now in its
seventh year, was held on March 28.
Wallace, a public administration
major at SJSU and trombonist for the
marching band, used his talents to help
the Muscular Dystrophy Telethon
Sunday and Monday at the San Jose
Convention Center, the South Bay’s
headquarters for the telethon.
Wallace, who also helped publicize
the SJSU Theater Arts Department’s
production of "Grease" in May, said he
first became an Elvis fan when he was
12. He said that friends first noticed his
resemblancea14
to the rock star when he
w

"I started walking around singing
the songs," he said, "and they started
to notice that I look like Elvis as well."
At 16, Wallace made "the suit," the
mass of fabric and rhinestones that he
wears while performing. He said that
he had invested $275 on the costume,
including the cost of replacing
rhinestones.
"When I’m in the suit, and I’m told
that I look like Elvis. I begin to get in
the mood," Wallace said, "and people
begin to realize that . . . I do look even
more like Elvis."
Wallace said he first started appearing in public as Elvis when he was
16, at Halloween parties. He now appears regularly at nightclubs, parties,
high schools and the annual fan
festival. He asks that donations be
given to charities in exchange for his
performances.
Performing as Elvis is more
complicated than a regular performance, Wallace pointed out,
because the performer is trying to
imitate precisely the style Elvis
himself used in his concerts.

SJSU, Wallace first began imitating the
James Wallace, above, displays the look
late king of rock’n’ roll when he was 16. He
that has won him the Santa Clara Valley
Elvis Presley look-alike contest in 1981 and performs publicly for charity purposes.
1982. A public administration major at

"When I’m up there I’m trying to
figure out where to throw in the karate
kicks, where to do a hip movement,
where to send out a scarf, when to give
a kiss and try to keep singing, and when
I should breathe," he said. "You get
lost because if your timing isn’t right,
that’s the show."
Despite the accolades he has

Wallace said that Sue McCasland,
president of the Elvis Now Fan Club,
knew many of the people that Goldman
supposedly interviewed, and had asked
them if Goldman had spoken to them.
"She found out that the majority
had not been spoken to, or had even
heard of this guy until the book came
out," he said.
Wallace said he was shocked when
Elvis died in August of 1977, and "had to
read a couple of newspapers to really
figure out what happened."
He said that, although Elvis’ fatal
heart attack was caused by the excessive amount of drugs he took, the
singer was not addicted to them.
"Elvis took his drugs out of a need
to keep awake." he said. "He had a
recluse life. He had a lot of pressure put
upon him -- he had to have some kind
of getaway."
He said that Presley "didn’t understand his full tolerance of drugs,"
because he had been taking them so
long.
"Every day Elvis performed
maybe three concerts," Wallace said.
"He did over 100 concerts a year, and
would usually do them over a threemonth span . . He put so much into
his concerts that he had to have
something to keep him alive and
going."

DRIVER iS THE 1981,1982

The license plate to prove
Wallace’s devotion.
Wallace said that Elvis’ death
inspired him to do his impressions of
the late superstar.
"Keeping his memory alive in his
songs and his ways and his
why people immusic . .s’tah
personate him." he said. "People want
that."
Wallace says that he feels a deep
personal satisfaction in being in Elvis
look -alike, that he enjoys the
recognition and experience it has given
him. He said he likes it when he meets
people that remembered him from the
look -alike festival.
"Now that I’m out of my Elvis suit,
in my work clothes," he said, "yes -people remember me as Elvis, but
they remember me, too.
"They remember me as James
Wallace
that’s a good feeling "
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SJSU upset by Gators, 2-0
By Retold Reeves
Remember being a kid and buying a model airplane
kit? You opened the box and all the pieces were there, but
It took forever to put them together.
That must be the way soccer coach Julius Menendez
felt Wednesday night as he watched San Francisco State
upset his No. 15 ranked Spartans 2-0 at Spartan Stadium.
"In the first half, they just plain outplayed us,"
Menendez said. "They were beating us to the ball and just
taking it to us. I think that we outplayed them in the
second half, though, because we kept attacking and they
just tried to eat up the clock."
Midfielder Fred Brown scored the Gators’ first goal
on a rebound 20 minutes into the contest

"They were beating us to,,
the ball and taking it to us.
-- Coach Julius Menendez
Meanwhile, the Spartans handed the Gators another
goal early on in the second half when reserve fullback
Mark Mengano inadvertently knocked the ball into his
own net.
"San Francisco State deserved to win because they
didn’t make any mistakes," Menendez said. "they were a
better team than Cal State Fullerton and I don’t think that
we contained them as well as we contained Fullerton in
the first half."
A hard -tackling and aggressive team, San Francisco

Sigma Alpha Mu will have a rush party at 9 tonight
at 567 S. Eighth St.
The Occupational Therapy Christian Fellowship will
have a meeting at 7:15 p.m. Monday in the S.U. Montalvo Room. The topic will be "What is success?" For
more information call Dave Hoshiwara at 998-4475.
Delta Sigma Pi, a coed professional business
fraternity, will have a student/faculty wine and cheese
social from 3 to 5 p.m. Monday in the Faculty Lounge.
All business students and faculty members are
welcome. The fraternity will also be accepting applications for membership until midnight Monday.
Applications can be turned in at BC 316. For more information see BC 316.
Eta Phi Beta, a sorority that promotes business and
professionalism among women, is having a "Welcome tc
SJSU dance" from 9:30 p.m. until 2 a.m. tonight in the
Women’s Gym, room 101. Cost will be $2.50 for non.
Greeks and $1.75 for Greeks with 1.D. Everyone is
welcome. For more information call Latressa Wilson at
297-0739.
The Hispanic Business Association will have a
membership recruitment table from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m.
today outside the Student Union. For more information
call Blanca Garcia at 294-4986 or see Gloria Puentes in
BC 316.
The Hispanic Business Association will also have a
wine and cheese social at 7 tonight at 1574 Higate Drive,
San Jose. Maps can be picked up at the membership
recruitment table or in BC 316.

The International Club will have a meeting at 12:30
today in the S.U. Almaden Room. All students are
welcome. For more information call Matt at 257-7444.

Gator midfielder Peter Mangini fired a shot at the
Spartan goal from five yards out and SJSU’s Mengano
inadvertently knocked it in.
Menendez substituted freely in the second half.
Reserves Mike Hansen, Mike Kimball, and Mike Thomas
all saw considerable action.
"I made the substitutions because I wanted to see if
that would change anything," Menendez said. "It did
because we were attacking and pressing more in the
second half."
The Spartans, who took seven shots on goal to the
Gators’ 12, blew most of their scoring opportunities.
SJSU had a chance to tie the game at 1-1 10 minutes
into the second half on a throw-in.
Forward Danny Barraza set up a perfect header for
Mengano but Gator goalie Andreas Wolf intercepted the
pass.
Barraza set up another header for Tom Vischer at
18:25 in the second period but Wolf again intercepted the
pass.
The Spartans’ final attempt to score came when the
Gators’ Mike Carter fouled Mike Hurst.
Hurst was awarded a free kick but his shot went
straight into the waiting arms of Wolf.

The Bluegrass Club will have a general meeting and
jam session at 5:30 p.m. Monday in the S.U. Pacheco
Room. All people interested in joining are welcome. For
more information call Jim Puzar at 253-8149.
Students for a Libertarian Society will present
speaker Dan Dougherty, the Libertarian Party candidate for governor, at noon Monday in the Amphitheater. For more information call Dante DeAmicis
at 729-6718.
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Career Planning and Placement will have a resume
writing workshop at 2:30 today in the S.U. Almaden
Room. The workshop will provide hints on presenting
skills and qualifications effectively in resumes and
letters. For more information call Cheryl Allmen at 2772272.

WAXING TWEEZING

Neb.

economics

The same size is evident in Oregon’s defensive line
with junior Steve Baack 6-foot -4, 240 pounds) and team
captain, senior Mike Walter (6-foot -4, 235 pounds), at ends
and junior Dan Ralph ( 6-foot -4, 251 pounds) and senior Bill
Lowder )6-foot -4, 251 pounds) at tackles.
Chris Cosgrove, a four-year senior starter for Oregon,
will anchor the linebacking corps. He will be joined by
sectors Cliff Gibson and Dwight Ford.
The secondary will probably be the main weakness of
the Oregon team, even with Brown, possibly the best
cornerback in the Pac-10. Other starters include senior
Dennis Clay at the right cornerback spot and seniors
Devall Webster and Jeff Williams at the safeties.
Elway described Oregon as a physical team and said
that he plans no special adjustments for the game even
though the Autzen Stadium surface is Astroturf, as opposed to the natural grass of Spartan Stadium.
The most interesting match-up of the game will pit
All-American against All-American; SJSU’s wide
receiver Tim Kearse versus Oregon’s cornerback Brown.
Although Brown is more than likely to receive an ample
amount of help with Kearse, the initial confrontation shold
prove interesting.
Another interesting individual battle will likely pit
Oregon middle linebacker Cosgrove against the Spartans’
solid center, Jeff Petkevicius. Also on the line when the
SJSU offense has the ball, the battle between Spartan left
tackle Dan Severance and Oregon’s right defensive end
Walter should prove important.
Overall, Oregon will probably benefit most from a
low -scoring, defensive game, while SJSU, wanting to
exploit a team speed advantage over the Ducks, should
favor a wide-open, high-scoring affair

Royce Hall will have a welcome back dance from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m. tonight. For more information call the
office staff at 277-3486.

pressway 984 0436
Walnut Dining Table Lovely greet for
studying $100 cell 251 2751

The Ducks feature size
and strength along the lines

SCOTT SAAVEDRA
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Beta Alpha Psi, an accounting fraternity, will have
a pizza meeting with free pizza and beer at 7:30 tonight
at Fiorillo’s, 2230 El Camino Real in Santa Clara. For
more information call Linda Fletcher, publicity
director, at (415) 961-8726.

Blocks

quarters at 950 5 First St We are
a limp *oil stocked store dealing

Sanborn (6-foot -3, 265 pounds) and junior Gary Zimmerman (6-foot -6, 250 pounds) at guards, junior Ryan
Zinke ( 6-foot -3, 235 pounds ) at center and sophomore Doug
Herman ( 6-foot -3, 215 pounds) at tight end.
"They’ve got a lot of size in the offensive line, but
that’s something we’re going to see all year," Elway said.

BENCHLY

The coed SJSU Swim and Waterpolo Club will meet
from 3 to 6 p.m. today at the men’s pool to collect the
annual $20 fee. For more information call Joni at 2983712.

Creek

better

By Midget McIntyre
For SJSU football fans, the wait is over. For SJSU
football players, fall practice is over. But for Spartan
coach Jack Elway, all of that is meaningless.
The lone concern of the SJSU mentor right now is
tomorrow’s season -opening encounter with the Oregon
Ducks in Eugene, Ore.
"All during the summer and pre season I’ve said the
opener is going to be our most important game," Elway
said. "We always talk about starting points and we want
the Oregon game to be the positive starting point of our
season."
For Oregon, this will be the second game of 1982. The
Ducks were beaten soundly by the Arizona State Sun
Devils 34-3 last Saturday in Oregon.
But this will be in no way an easy outing for SJSU. The
Ducks feature size and strength along both offensive and
defensive lines, experience at quarterback in senior Kevin
Lusk, a break -away runner in Dwight Robertson and a
pre-season All-American cornerback in Steve Brown.
Oregon lines up offensively in a multiple set similar to
that of the Spartans, but the similarity ends there.
The Ducks run a heavily option -oriented offense
which is directed by the mobile Lusk. It is an offensive
style which concerns Elway.
"Oregon’s option offense is certainly going to test the
discipline of our defense," Elway said. "We’ve got to
diagnose their offense and react accordingly."
The Ducks’ starting backfield contains Lusk.
Robertson and junior tailback Harry Billups. Robertson,
who redshirted last season, will be a rarity in that he will
run out of the fullback slot even though he represents
Oregon’s break -away runner. He is also a dangerous
threat on kick-off returns.
Oregon will be hampered by the unavailability of prep
star Kevin Willhite (brother of former Spartan Gerald
Willhite), who has an injured leg and will sit out the 1982
season.
Greg Moser and Osborne Thomas are two quality
receivers for Lusk to throw to this year. Moser, a senior.
led the Ducks in pass catching in 1981 with 39 receptions
for 605 yards and two touchdowns. Thomas, a junior, had
25 catches for 319 yards last season.
Along the front offensive line, the Ducks will have
senior Tim Ellis 16-foot-5, 273 pounds) and senior Brian
Castle (6-foot -4, 247 pounds) at the tackles, senior Paul

Theta Chi Fraternity will have an open party from 9
p.m. to 2 a.m. tonight at 123 S. 11th St. For more information call Tom Pallone at 297-4986 or 279-9629.

Compknranm

The Bread Roses Bookshop has moved,
Our store the only source 01 .1, books

Spartans hoping
to swamp Ducks

State’s first goal was set up by Freddy Prano.
The junior halfback fired a shot from three yards out
that Spartan goalie Ryan Moore deflected. The ball
caromed to Brown, who beat a diving Moore for the goal.
The Gators scored their second goal at 20:17 of the
second period when Moore was caught out of the Spartan
goal.
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Engineering school Exeter prof arrives at SJSU
refuses students;
Rees finds the campus large and the students ’enthusiastic’
impaction blamed
I
The s stem he has used at Exeter is
similar to that used at SJSU: letter
grades "A" through "D", but with the
exception that "E" denotes failure

Canalised ho,,, per

By Derrick Martin
SJSU’s School of Engineering was
impacted this fall because of the steady
increase in enrollment the school has
experienced the past six years.
The school has reached its limit of
4,000 students, and will reduce the number
of applicants accepted in the spring.
Five hundred students weren’t able to
enter the school this fall because of the
impaction, according to James Lima,
associate dean of academic affairs for the
school.
Lima said that the impaction will
ehange the application process.

department must reduce its number of
available spaces for students. Lima said
that the Electrical Engineering Department will reduce its number of spaces
from 100 to 29 this spring.
Students that will be most affected by
the impaction are out-of-state students and
foreign students in the United States on a
student visa. Under California law, only
California residents can apply to impacted
schools.
Minority, women and handicapped
students will continue to be recruited by
the school. Lima said that the school will

Only the ’best qualified’ students will be accepted.
Freshman requirements include four years of
math and a GPA in the upper third of their class.
In an open enrollment, all applicants
are reviewed and those who meet the
school’s criteria are accepted.
In an impacted program, however.
only those students who are the "best
qualified" will be accepted.
The requirements for first-time
freshmen now include four years of high
school math and one year of physics, as
well as a GPA in the upper third of their
high school class. Requirements for upper -division transfer students include a
year of college chemistry and a course in
computer science.
In an impacted program. each

continue to use MESA ( Math, English,
Science Aptitude), a statewide program
that encourages high school minority
students with an interest in engineering to
go to college.
"All of those who we think will be
successful" in the school will be accepted.
Lima said.
Lima said that enrollment began to
increase three years ago, but the in
creasing enrollment led to the school’s
being declared officially impacted.
Lima said only a decline in enrollment
could allow the impaction to be lifted.

Parking spaces
easy to locate
at new garage

1976-77:
977-78:
1979-80:
1980-81:

Rates slated for increase
By Rosanna Aleiandro
Are you still looking for parking spaces"!
If you are, you may have missed the new parking
garage, which opened in May, on San Carlos Street between Second and Third streets.
The garage, which provides 590 parking spaces on its
five levels, costs one quarter more - 75 cents -than the
student garages
The garage was originally built by the city to provide
parking for employees at the state and federal building
being constructed next to the garage. ABM Parking
services manages the garage for the city.
According to Dale Windes, operations manager of
ABM, the 75-cent rate was instituted because of the lack at

Originally built by city for state
and federal employees, garage
has space for students to park
-- Dale Windes, manager
parking spaces for SJSU students. But in November. when
the state and federal building opens, the rates wil rise to 50
cents a half-hour and $4 maximum daily. The monthly
rate will be $40.
The garage is "doing really well." Windes said.
"There are no lines and four -fifths of the garage is filled
daily"
When the state and federal building opens, only the
first and second levels of the garage will be available to
students and city parking, according to Windes.
The third and fourth levels will be reserved for
monthly parking and the fifth level reserved for the state
and federal employees.

JOBS
Continued hom page

4) Head or view employer information:
St Order transcripts:
61 Prepare a list of references.
7) Attend a pre-recriiitment presentation
81 Plan your interview attire (dress for success ).
The interviews are held on a one-to-one basis and are
usually one half-hour long, according to Brody.
"Roughly one-third of those interviewed are asked
back for a second interview." Brody said. "The majority
of those get jobs, so it is important to do well in the first
interview "

Weight problem?
Group attempts
to define troubles
What is fat all about?
Mothering? Sex? Strength? Assertion"
Protection? Love?
A special support group will try to find out
beginning Sept. 23 in the Administration Building.
room 231 Counseling services are offering the
sessions to help overeaters learn about the dif
ference between "mouth hunger" and "food
hunger."
Counselor Jill Steinberg and nutritionist Cherie
Winslow -Savory will lead the group, which they say
will offer "professional guidance and mutual
support" in dealing with weight problems.
The group is based on the book, "Fat is a
Feminist Issue," by Susie Orbach. Meetings will
begin at 3:30 p m. every Thursday.

of
majors

Number
engineering
at SJSU:
2,305
2,782
3.667
3,811

1981-82: no figures
available

"But what I don’t know yet," he
says, "is whether what I would consider
an "E" would be what people here
consider an "E." I expect that this will
be found out during the course of the
year."
Perhaps not surprisingly, Rees’
impressions of the larger San Jose area
are less positive than his appraisal of
SJSU and its students.
"San Jose seems like a ghost
town," he says. "There is no proper
downtown, no city center. One also
tends to see a lot of tramps on the
streets.
"I haven’t spent a lot of time in San
Jose because there doesn’t appear to be
an immense amount of things to do
here."
Rees says he has also found housing
prices and rents to be "colossally high

here -- double what they are in
England." The cost of gasoline,
however, is half what he has been accustomed to in England.
In addition to teaching, Rees is the
author of 18 novels, which he describes
as "realistic stories" for children and
young adults.
"At present, I am doing some
revisions to a novel which should be
published in England some time this
year," he says. "It is a children’s book,
a fantasy about islands that fly."
Rees began his teaching career in
France in 1958 and, after a year there,
taught in England’s equivalent of
American public schools in London.
In 1968, he joined the Drama
Department faculty at the University of
Exeter where he taught a class in
drama history.
Three years ISter, Rees transferred
to the university’s English Department
where he has been teaching classes in
children’s literature and creative
writing.
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John Rchaids

Perched up on a table, Professor David Rees talks to his class

SJSU Homecoming preparations
to include classes of ’57 and ’32
By Tiro Dutton
With more than a month to go until
Homecoming, A.S. and alumni seem to have
preparations running smoothly for the Oct. 23
event.
"Everything is all set," said Nada
Houston, Homecoming chairwoman for the
alumni. Houston is an alumnus of the SJSU
class of 1957, one of two classes that will be
honored.
The class of ’57 will have a reception after
the football team plays Fresno State
University. The reception will be at the St.
Claire Hotel in San Jose, Houston said.
The theme for this year’s Homecoming is
"The ’50s."
In addition to the 1957 class’ silver anniversary, the class of 1932 will celebrate its
golden anniversary with a luncheon the same
day. Houston added.
The 1932 football team will be introduced

during halftime of the Fresno State game
SJSU will get extra publicity for this
year’s Homecoming activities, Houston said,
because Gill Cable TV has agreed to do
promotional shots for the school.
Ben Reichmuth, vice-president of Gill
Cable, is an SJSU alumni. The company will
also donate 10,000 hand-held pompons for
students to wave during the game, and will
pay for meals for the alumni band, which is
scheduled to play at the tailgate party before
the game, Houston said.
A yell -feat will also occur during the
game, with competition among campus clubs
and organizations. Competitive games will
match students against alumni, Houston
added.
Applications for Homecoming king and
queen are available in the A.S. office.
Deadline is Sept. 15 at 3 p.m.

According to Stephannie Duer, A.S.
member in charge of the king and queen
selection, emphasis will be on campus involvement for the applicants.
"We’re not just looking for a pretty face,"
Duer said. "I’d like to keep it from being a
beauty contest."
Finalists in the competition will participate in an informal talent show in the
Spartan Pub, according to Bob Musil, A.S. cochairman for Homecoming.
In the past, there has usually been a
talent or fashion show for contestants, Duer
said. However this year’s event "won’t be
your typical talent show," she added.
The king and queen will be announced at
a pep rally Oct. 22, which will "make it easier
for the winners to be at the (football) game."
Musil said.

Students assemble at Christian Center
to debate future of Israel, Palestinians
Participants agree face-to-face negotiations needed between the governments
By Michael Vaughn
The fate of millions was discussed by 15 people in the
cellar room of the Campus Christian Center Wednesday
afternoon when Palestinian, Israeli and other students
gathered to talk about the future of Israel, Lebanon and
Palestine and the aftermath of the Beirut crisis.
The event was sponsored by the Hillel Foundation, a
Jewish student organization.
The major point in the talk was the need for more
talk face-to-face negotiations between representatives
of the Palestinians and Israelis.
"As long as the Palestinians and Israelis don’t talk to
each other, there will be bloodshed a md destruction," said
Abraham Gannes. SJSU political science instructor.
Gannes said that the major issue to be solved in the
Middle East is the Palestinian problem. One conflict is
deciding who will represent the Palestinains in
negotiations, he s:tid.
"In 1974 the Arab League designated the PLO
( Palestine Liberation Organization) as the sole
representative of the Palestinian people," Cannes said.
The problem, he said, is that the Israeli government
will not negotiate with an organization that seeks, as one
of its major objectives, the destruction of the state of
Israel.
"The U.S. has said that when the PLO recognizes the
right of Israel to exist, negotiations can start," Gannes
said.
Amer Alusi, a Palestinian student, said that
Menachem Begin, Israel’s prime minister, is just as much
of an extremist as the PLO’s Yasser Arafat.
"The media can’t hide Israel’s force, Israel’s
massacre," Alusi said. "The Palestinians were kicked
out of their homeland."
"We are not extremists," said Lisa Sinizen, the
director of Hillel. "Arafat and Begin are -that’s the
problem."
Dave Langer, a student "born in Israel 27 years ago,"
said that "People who believe in coexistence are caught
between radical extremes.
"Both Palestinians and Israelis should get to a point
f understanding where it doesn’t matter who started it,
t here is a problem now that must he dealt with."
Both Palestinian .ind
students at the discussion

nj

stressed that the PLO is not the same thing as the
Palestinian people, just as Israel does not include all
Israeli people around the world.
"The challenge," Gannes said. "is to see whether we
can find a formula that will satisfy two individual nations.
..who both want to exist (as states )."
Gannes said the solution to the Palestinian problem
would come as a result of only two things: the recognition

by the Israelis and Palestinians of each other’s right to
exist as states and the determination of what kind of
autonomy a new Palestinian state would have
President Reagan’s proposal for a compromise in the
Middle East includes Palestinian self-government in the
West Bank and Gaza Strip settlements now held by Israel,
in a "loose association" with Jordan, which ruled the West
Bank from 1949 to 1967.

WHAT’S
YOUR "SAY"?
The Associated Students has positions open now in:
The Committees for Academic Fairness, Student
Grievances, Student Union Board of Directors,
Special Allocations, Spartan Shops, University
Communication Board, Affirmative Action and the
Academic Senate. Come up to the A.S. office in the
Student Union and give us your application for these
positions.
START HAVING YOUR SAY
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THETA CHI RUSH

OPEN PARTY
TONIGHT
featuring

"Atlantis’.
9:00 p.m.
Stop by and check out Theta Chi!
123 So. 11th Street
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